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We are asking for help from the public in identifying an armed robbery suspect

On Sunday, 9/7/2014 at approximately 0457 hours, the Mobile Gas Station at 8301 4th Street North in Saint Petersburg was robbed by an unidentified male suspect.

Video Link: http://youtu.be/t_iBh2YZuFk

The suspect entered the store with his face covered up with a black t-shirt and a semi automatic firearm already displayed.

The suspect approached the clerk and provided the clerk with a plastic bag, that he brought with him, while demanding money from the register.

After the clerk put the money from the register into the bag, the suspect fled on foot to the east.

Also, the suspect covered his right upper and lower arm with a t-shirt and what appears to be a white elbow pad indicating the the suspect may have unknown tattoos or other distinguishing marks on his right arm.

The suspect is an unknown aged black male, 6’ tall, 190 pounds, dark complexion, wearing a black shirt covering his face (eyes visible only), white t-shirt, dark jeans and dark shoes.

Anyone with information about this case should call Robbery Detective Allyn Stone at (727) 893-4928 or the non-emergency line at (727)-893-7780.
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